JUNIOR INSPECTOR OF CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES
in Co-operative Department in the Tamil Nadu Co-operative
Subordinate Service included in Combined Civil Services
Examination–III (Group–III A Services), 2014-15 & 2017-18
List-II

The list of Register numbers of candidates provisionally admitted to 1st
phase of Certificate Verification for the post of Junior Inspector of
Co-operative Societies in Co-operative Department in the
Tamil Nadu Co-operative Subordinate Service included in Combined
Civil Services Examination - III (Group - III A Services), 2014-15 and
2017-18 was published in the Commission’s website on 12.04.2019 based
on the results of the written examination conducted by the Commission on
27.01.2019 FN.

During the 1st phase of Certificate Verification, the Online Applications
of 14 candidates were rejected. It has therefore been decided to admit the
candidates to the next phase of Certificate Verification in the ratio of 1:5
against the resultant vacancies.

Hence, apart from the candidates who had already completed the
certificate verification, the candidates with the following register numbers are
hereby admitted provisionally to the certificate verification-Phase-II for the
said post. They should upload the scanned copy of documents in support of
the claims made in their online application from 17.06.2019 to 24.06.2019
in the e-seva centres run by TACTV. A List of designated e-seva centres is
available in the Commission’s website. The details regarding the documents
to be uploaded will be made available in the Commission’s website and
candidates will be informed of the above fact only through SMS and e-mail.
Individual communication in this regard will NOT be sent to the candidates by
post.

010002030 010003068 010022207 010026001 010028275 010061020
020001024 020003027 020005173 020015019 030109231 030113017
050112056 050115218 060111228 060116040 060117165 070104244
070109204 070110298 080208179 090102087 100002243 10005235
100003193 100003193 100016098 100021022 100021162 100024105
100024215 100032316 120106156 1201161170 120116062 120116116
After completion of Certificate Verification, the list for provisional admission to Oral Test in the ratio of 1:2/1:3 will be published.

Notes:-
1. Mere inclusion of the Register Numbers of candidates will not imply that his / her candidature has been fully considered for next stage of selection.
2. The candidates whose Register Numbers are found in the above list have been admitted provisionally to the Certificate Verification based on the marks obtained by them in the Written Examination and with reference to the Rule of Reservation of appointments.
3. The admission of the candidates to the Certificate Verification is provisional subject to the verification and acceptance of the claim in their online applications towards Age, Educational Qualification, Communal Category, Differently Abled Category, Ex-servicemen, PSTM Status etc., through original documents. If any of their claims are found to be false or incorrect, their provisional admission to Certificate Verification will be cancelled and they will not be admitted to the next stage of selection.
4. The admission of the above candidates to the Certificate Verification is purely provisional subject to the decision of the Commission and subject to the outcome or final orders to be passed by the Hon’ble High Court of Judicature at Madras in the WPs and other cases relating to this recruitment, if any, pending on the files of the Hon’ble High Court, Madras / Madurai Bench of Madras High Court.
5. Candidates who have been admitted provisionally to the Certificate Verification are hereby advised to upload the scanned copy of all the relevant documents without fail. Failure to upload even any one of the essential documents will result in their non-admission to the next stage of selection.

Dated: 06.06.2019

Controller of Examinations

Chennai – 600 003